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Thank you so much for downloading the sample resource.

We hope it has been useful for you in the classroom and that your 
students enjoy the activities.

KidsKonnect is a very small family run business and we are proud that 
we can offer education to over 40 countries globally. The more support 
we have from our Premium members the more resources we can release. 

If you want the more comprehensive and detailed worksheet collection 
then please upgrade to our Premium plan and support our quest to make 
education affordable for all.

Don’t forget to come back and download the new material we add every 
week!

Thanks for supporting KidsKonnect. We can provide teachers with 
low-cost, high-quality teaching resources because of our loyal 
subscribers and hope to serve you for many years to come.

- Ryan, Beth & Nicola :)
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Bronze Age Facts

Around 3000 BCE, the Bronze Age succeeded the Neolithic 
Age as the last phase of the tripartite division of early human 
history. It was characterized by the widespread use of metal 
tools.

● The Bronze Age was subdivided into three major 
archetypal divisions, namely; Early, Middle, and Late 
Bronze Age. Its development around the world varies. 
Parts of Asia and the Middle East had the first system of 
metallurgy, until its diffusion to Europe through trading 
and conquest.



 Bronze Age Facts
● Metals were extracted from ores, melted with the use of 

fire, and cast to the desired shape of tools. During the 
Early Bronze Age, smelting technology used metals such 
as copper that were later combined with tin to produce 
the harder alloy, bronze. 

● Civilizations in Mesopotamia, China, and Egypt flourished 
during this age. These complex societies were 
distinguished  through their system of writing. The 
Sumerian cuneiform and Egyptian hieroglyphics 
discovered denote records of debt, harvest, and daily life. 
Formation of centralised government was guided by 
codified laws written on tablets. Intensive farming, 
irrigation, and use of the metal plough further enhanced 
agriculture. Social stratification, based on wealth, power, 
and nobility, was also evident through the goods found on 
burial sites. Warfare used metal weapons, armour, 
chariots, and advanced strategies. 

● Trading relations expanded from Asia to Europe during 
the Bronze Age, spreading the system of mining, 
smelting, and casting. 



Bronze Age Facts
● Aside from metal tools and weapons, inventions such as 

the potter’s wheel by the Sumerians, rope by the 
Egyptians, and kites by the Chinese also innovated 
people’s lives, along with new knowledge in mathematics 
and astronomy.

● Ornaments and the sophisticated designs on tools 
defined the artistry and social class of the owner. 

● During the Late Bronze Age, the Mycenaeans arrived in 
Greece and further developed its metal trading relations 
with other kingdoms. The roundhouse in Britain and cloth 
weaving also developed during this age. 

● By the first millennium, iron was discovered, and this 
slowly ended the Age of Bronze. 



Rise of Civilizations
The transition from the Neolithic Age to the Bronze Age was 
not the same across the world. Ancient civilizations from the 
Near East and Middle East arrived there earlier than Europe. 
Label the Bronze Age civilizations on the map using the 
images below.



Rise of Civilizations
Answer Key

Mesopotamia

China
Mycenae/Greece

Britain
Egypt
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